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BIOGRAPHY

Drawing on rich Brazilian culture and

mythology, Samba Fogo ignites the stage as

they weave traditional and contemporary

dance, fire spinning, pounding drums, and

diverse live music.  

 

Samba Fogo brings passion, fire and pure joy

to their performance, as they bring Brazilian

Carnival traditions to life on stage and in the

classroom.  

 

Samba Fogo is a versatile company that

performs and teaches in a multitude of

settings, from outdoor arts festivals to

proscenium theatres, schools, clubs and

community events. Samba Fogo adds an

exciting Carnaval atmosphere to any event  

or venue, with performance and educational

programming to suit a wide variety of

budgets and needs. 

 

 

 

 

SAMBA  FOGO :   

RHYTHM ,  BEAUTY  &  POWER   

V I E W   O U R   D E M O   R E E L 

https://youtu.be/Q2t4d9W2xfk


Salt Lake City-based Samba Fogo has been captivating audiences throughout

the Western United States for over ten years with their dynamic and thrilling

stage performances, headlining at diverse festivals including the Utah Arts

Festival, Living Traditions Festival, and Salem Worldbeat Festival.  

 

Samba Fogo maintains a strong connection to  

community and a commitment to education  

by offering guest classes, assemblies, and  

team-building activities to various schools  

and institutions in the Western United States. 

 

Samba Fogo’s high-energy performances  

and educational outreach programs  

offer communities a unique  

opportunity to experience  

deep-rooted culture,  

infectious enthusiasm,  

and the celebratory  

spirit that makes  

Brazil famous. 

 

 

 

LIVE PERFORMANCE FOOTAGE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHqJV9KfeBM&index=2&list=PLY13yoB5zvZQSeXWuEA9WK4xmHhvFi156&t=0s


Dancers on the Samba Fogo Dance Company are

trained in a variety of styles, including several

Brazilian regional dances such as Frevo, Samba, and 

Brazilian Folkloric dances, in addition to European

dance traditions such as ballet and modern dance.

Add fire dancing to the mix and you have an

extremely versatile company with many  diverse

offerings.  

A  VERSAT I LE  COMPANY  

The Samba dance tradition is a deep cultural

tradition, with roots in West Africa. Samba Fogo

dancers inspire and amaze audiences with a thrilling

mix of high-energy movement, elaborate costuming,

and heartfelt, joyful expression. Modest costume

options are available. 

BEAUTY ,  POWER  &  GRACE  

SAMBA FOGO

DANCE

COMPANY  



The word "Samba" does not separate dance from

music. Neither does Samba Fogo. One of the most

unique things about Samba Fogo is that our dance

company relies almost exclusively on live music for

our performances. By bringing dancers and

drummers together, we bring more energy, more

rhythm, more sound.  

THE  PULSE  OF  L IVE  DRUMS  

In Brazil during Carnival time, huge drumlines, called

"Baterias" gather together to provide the rhythmic

backdrop for the largest parties on earth. The word

"Bateria" translates to "Battery" - the drums provide

the energy to keep the party going. Samba Fogo

drummers are mobile, able to parade, roam, and fuel

any party.  

A  MOBILE  DRUMMING  TRADIT ION  

SAMBA FOGO 

BATERIA 

BRAZILIAN DRUMLINE 



Vocalist Solange Gomes from São Paulo, and

Guitarist George Edgar Brown from Brasilia can be

paired with the Samba Fogo Bateria, to provide rich

musical accompaniment for the Dance Company in

a variety of Brazilian cultural styles. 

 

Select Samba Fogo repertoire features diverse

instrumentation such as brass, woodwinds, and

string quintet, for a truly dynamic and diverse

musical soundscape.  

A  DIVERSE  ORCHESTRA   

Samba Fogo Musical Director Mason Aeschbacher

and band member George Edgar Brown compose

original works for our orchestra, inspired by Brazilian,

African and European musical traditions. Artistic

Director Lorin Hansen then sets choreography on

these original compositions, premiered each Spring

by Samba Fogo. 

ORIG INAL  COMPOS IT IONS  

SAMBA FOGO 

BAND 



Bring Samba Fogo to your school! Assembly

performances are 45-60 minutes, designed for large

groups of students / school-wide. Samba Fogo

assemblies include an interactive  presentation of

Brazilian drumming, dance and song, as well as a

discussion of Brazilian language, history and culture.   

ASSEMBLY  PERFORMANCES  

Students are given the unique opportunity to play

authentic Brazilian samba drums in a fun and

inclusive classroom environment.  

GUEST  DRUM  CLASSES  

EDUCATIONAL 

OUTREACH 
SAMBA FOGO IN SCHOOLS 

Samba Fogo dance instructors can visit schools,

summer camp or afterschool program. Dance classes

can be accompanied live by Samba Fogo drummers! 

GUEST  DANCE  CLASSES  



BOOKING

OPTIONS  

A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES 

 

Samba Fogo's evening-length stage performances

take audiences on a riveting journey, from deeply-

rooted Afro-Brazilian dance traditions and

storytelling, to the fancy footwork and elaborate

costuming of Rio De Janeiro Carnival.  

 

Our full-scale stage shows feature a cast of 20,

including vocalists, instrumentalists, a small

orchestra, drummers, dancers, and FIRE. This is

Samba Fogo in full bloom - with all performance

elements combined.  

 

Each element of our full-scale concert is break-out

ready, perfect for festivals, corporate events, or

parties. Hire Samba Fogo drummers and dancers

for a roaming performance or parade. Add our

vocalists, guitarists, and/or instrumentalists to

enrich the sound. And if you really want to go big -

add fire dancers to the mix. We will work with your

local fire department to help obtain the proper

permits, and we are fully licensed and insured.  

 

Simply send us an email and tell us about your

event or venue - we would love to chat about

performance and educational programming we

can offer your community!  

 

FOR BOOKING INQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT: 

info@sambafogo.com 

 



October 2019 

Featured Dancers 

Viva Brazil Festival,  Denver, CO 

 

September 2019 

Parade & Stage Shows, 14 years running 

Utah Brazilian Festival 

 

August 2019 

Samba Dance Instruction 

California Brazil Camp, Cazadero, CA 

 

June 2019 

Headlining Stage Performance 

Utah Arts Festival 

 

June 2019 

International Samba Congress in L.A. 

Dance Instruction & Performance 

Winners of Individual & Group Contests 

 

May 2019 

Headlining Stage Performance 

Living Traditions Festival 

 

 

 

 

RECENT PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS 

April 2019 

Annual Spring Concert, Ouça - Listen 

Jeanne Wagner Theater, SLC, Utah 

 

April 2019 

Educatonal Drum & Dance Residency 

Entheos Academy Elementary School 

 

February  2018 - January 2019 

Granite School District 

Choreography at 10 Jr. High Schools 

Assemblies at 15 Elementary Schools 

 

February 2019 

10th Annual Samba Queen Contest 

The Metro 

 

December 2018 

“The Last Hurrah” NYE Event 

The Gateway 

 

November 2018 

Corporate event for DoTerra 

Utah Salt Palace 

 

 

 

 



SAMBA FOGO : OUÇA - LISTEN 

 

 

In every community, there are many fine ensembles dedicated

to presenting the cultures of dance, music and folk traditions

from various countries and ethnic diasporas. Some operate

more loosely and casually than their more organized

counterparts, which still embody a distinct passionately

amateur flavor even as they are formally constituted as a

nonprofit institution. 

 

In Salt Lake City, Samba Fogo started out nearly a quarter of a

century ago as a volunteer community ensemble of people

dedicated to learning about the Afro-Brazilian dance and

musical culture. It retains that fundamental character of

cultural accessibility where any individual can come to the

organization without any intimidation or hesitation, even if

they have little or no professional performing experience. As it

has cultivated a repertoire of works that respects the historical

and cultural integrity of the songs, dances and rhythmic

elements through extensive research, Samba Fogo has risen

steadily as a performing arts company with solid professional

credentials. 

 

 

  

Indeed, Samba Fogo is a master case example of synergy in

the performing arts as an open community group. The group

has never performed better than in its latest Ouça (Listen)

concert. The closing night audience at the Jeanne Wagner

Theatre in the Rose Wagner Center for the Performing Arts

consistently roared its approval through the 19 numbers in

both acts for a program that ran two hours. 

 

The company polished some of its best known pieces from its

repertoire to a dazzling quality while presenting several new

works that represented just how much progress the group has

made artistically. No doubt the audience relished the full-

throated theatricality of the fire-spinning ritual dances

performed by Lorin Hansen, Samba Fogo’s artistic director. The

drumline continues to grow in numbers and technical

prowess. Audience members also were enthralled by the guest

musicians, including strings, brass and woodwind, as well as

Solange Gomes on lead vocals and George Edgar Brown on

guitar and vocals who also composes original arrangements

for Samba Fogo. Mason Aeschbacher kept the tightly paced

momentum as musical director. 

 

 

By Les Roka | The Utah Review | May 8, 2018  

 

 

 

 

PRESS 



 

 

There were numerous highlights. As lead singer, Gomes transfers

easily from one role to another. She evokes a dramatic stage

presence, a nuanced feel for the yearning need to reconnect to

cultural roots and the exotic sultry tones of ritual and celebration.

The transition from the opening’s otherworldly serenity feature

the four sisters who signify the earth’s elements to the bracing

feel of Proteja (Protect), a dance about Ogum, the vicious,

bloodthirsty, take-no-prisoners god of iron, technology and war,

was a masterstroke. Many of the dance numbers highlighted

legends of Afro-Brazilian deities of nature (the Orixá, pronounced

as oh-ree-sha). 

 

In the first act, two examples of the Malandro style samba dance

were outstanding tributes to the genre. These included Hansen’s

performance in Jogue (Play), set to Noites Cariocas by Jacob do

Bandolim, an original song recorded in 1960 that is a definitive

example of the virtuosic choro song style punctuated by

syncopated, happy-sounding rhythms. 

 

 

 

 

  

SAMBA FOGO : OUÇA - LISTEN 

That was followed by Conecte (Connect), a choreographed samba

piece set to the beautiful, refined Preciso Me Encotrar (I Need to

Find Myself) by Agenor de Oliveira (Cartola, 1908-1980), one of the

most hauntingly profound songs of samba ever heard. 

 

Likewise, cultural traditions were given a deeply respectful and

exhilarating performance in the second act. This included Lembre

(Remember), a rich tribute to Blocos Afros, the community drum

groups and social justice leagues that showcase Africa culture in

the Brazilian state of Bahia in Salvador. In the samba reggae

tradition, there is an encyclopedia of drum breaks, which arise

from constant musical experimentation. 

 

In the closing number featuring the group’s school anthem

Enredo do Samba Fogo, written by Brown, the dancers were

resplendent in full carnaval regalia – putting the best mark on a

show that proves why these traditions always should be on

everyone’s cultural map and their value for preservation. 

 

 

 

 

 

By Les Roka | The Utah Review | May 8, 2018 | Page 2 
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By Sarah Kramer | Salt Lake City Weekly | May 1, 2017 

 

 

If you came to Samba Fogo’s Chama (Flame) this weekend

expecting beautiful women in glitter and feathers shaking it like

Carnival never ended, well, there was that.  But there was also so,

so much more. 

 

The curtain rose, revealing a young woman in white.  She and the

other dancers seemed oblivious to one another, each performing

her own movements separately against the silence.  With the first

martial drumbeats, the members of Samba Fogo showed

themselves to be a powerful force combining ritualistic dance

and dynamic energy for a spectacular display of Brazilian culture. 

 

The first piece, “Avaninha,” is the first of several pieces inspired by

the Orixa dances of Brazil.  These dances draw on the rites and

legends surrounding the traditional Afro-Brazilian elemental

deities.  The women of Samba Fogo took us on a riveting

whirlwind tour of these spirits, gorgeously expressing a wide

range of style and symbolism. 

 

From the vigor of hunters and warriors to the sensuality of snakes

and rivers, one got the sense that the dançarinas were not so

much performing the steps as channeling the raw strength of the

Orixas.  

The most sensational of these was “Lightning and Fire,” featuring

impressive fire spinning and a moving solo by choreographer and

artistic director Lorin Hansen. 

 

Any review of Chama would be remiss were it not to mention

Samba Fogo’s impressive band.  Capoeira, the Maculelé and Orixa

dancing are all intensely rhythmic and require excellent and

energetic musicians to provide the backbone of the performance.

 The musicianship of Samba Fogo’s band is unparalleled.  In

addition to skilled percussionists the band also featured soothing

Brazilian guitar, lovely female vocalists and the eerie tones of the

berimbau, a traditional Brazilian string instrument.  The band really

came to the forefront in the second act, during the seductive

dance piece “Oxum” and the musical interlude in the coco style of

Northern Brazil.  In the finale, the drummers and dancers joined

forces to back up Samba Rio, the Rio de Janeiro based form of

samba.  When you think of sparkly and spunky Brazilian beauties in

all those pictures of Carnival, you’re thinking of Samba Rio.  The

glitz and impossibly high-heeled footwork made for a dazzling end

to a dramatic show.  For those uneasy with the dance world, this is

not a demure show requiring polite applause and snooty dance-

talk.  Samba Fogo brings passion, fire and pure joy to their

performance.  I would not miss the next one. 

 

 

SAMBA FOGO :  ALL THAT GLITTERS (OR BURNS)

PRESS 



 

 

 

 

A hive of musicians, sardined on an elevated platform, inhabited

a small back corner of the stage. Clad in loose-fitting, white

clothing, the dozen or so performers were like a menagerie of

sailors aboard a tiny vessel, wildly drumming and singing, as a

myriad of dancers were cast into the sea-like stage before them. 

 

Conexão,, a Portuguese phrase that means "Connection" offered a

scintillating fusion of fire dancing, carnival samba and Brazilian

Orixa dance accompanied by Brazilian and Afro-Brazilian music.

All of these genres, presented by the local Samba Fogo Music

and Dance Company, were brilliantly assembled on a stage lit

with dramatic colors, often reminiscent of the changing sky. 

 

Immediately apparent in the performance was the freeness of

the dancers’ movements—their unfettered costumes breezing

around the organic, childlike motions of their twisting and

bending limbs. I’m no dance connoisseur, but it seems that other

forms of dance, like ballet, value a great deal of restraint and

control—prizing bound feet, lean bodies and flawless form. In

stark contrast, the Samba Fogo dancers were curvy and

muscular, barefoot, sexy and alive in a very primal way. Their

movements were undomesticated in the most glorious sense,

both tribal and powerful. 

 

 

 

The assemblage of platformed musicians, arms rhythmically

flailing, stood behind lead singer Solange Gomes. Her voice,

smooth and enchanting, weaved through the choreographed

movements of dancers.  

 

A performance early in the show called “Orixa” featured an array

of dancers; each embodied the energy of a different Afro-

Brazilian deity, portraying the natural powers of each god or

goddess. Another segment featured dancers who passed

glowing flames, revolving them at dizzying speeds as the stage

lights faded. Finally, only points of entrancing orange light

moved in the darkness. 

 

These athletes, animated and impassioned, could arouse

wonder in any audience member. Beside me, climbing

rambunctiously over the cushioned seats of the Rose Wagner

balcony, was a young boy, mystified with the performance,

asking ceaseless questions to his mother. He seemed certain

the dancers were magical. In the seats to my left rested an older

couple, speaking Portuguese in hushed voices. The wife shook

her arms joyously in the air as the dancers writhed and

somersaulted onstage. 
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SAMBA FOGO 'S CONEXÃO (CONNECTION) AT ROSE WAGNER
By Amanda Nurre | Salt Lake Underground Magazine | May 10, 2016 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Though silent throughout most of the performance, some

attendees stood and danced during spirited moments. The

audience cheered after spectacular acrobatics—it was an

atmosphere that permitted both awe-inspired reverence and

jovial participation. 

 

The final performance featured a line of carnival samba

dancers, scantily dressed, in sparkling bikinis and massive,

feathered headdresses. The women of the troupe had been

transformed into shimmering and shimmying goddesses,

their fit bodies showcasing the physical gains of routine

energetic dancing. After the show, these dazzling women

along with the other performers emerged from behind the

curtains and met with audience members. A gaggle of

teenage boys, teeming with testosterone and transfixed,

gathered to decide which samba queen was their favorite.

One even bragged he had made eye contact with a

particular diva.  

 

 

 

 

SAMBA FOGO 'S CONEXÃO (CONNECTION) AT ROSE WAGNER

Throughout the performance, I sensed I was witness to

some very sacred, native ritual. I watched not as a voyeur,

however, but as a member of humanity and participant,

these dances somehow tying us all to our ancient, tribal

roots. It was as magical as the boy beside me believed it

to be, a hallucinogenic, primitive Cirque du Soleil of 

incantations, celebration and ceremony. 

.  
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